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Audio Series Guide 
 
 
Intro to HoloKompass Astrology™ 
  -What’s a Soul Contract? 
 -What’s HoloKompass Astrology? 
 
The Synchronicity of HoloKompass Astrology 
Essentially HoloKompass Astrology is the art and science of intuiting and interpreting the 
energetic archetypal cycles of life and your soul's schedule of unfolding into the world via those 
cycles.  
 
All those planets out there in the heavens are mirrors for what's happening in us and act as 
forces of synchronicity....as above, so below. Thus, any planetary cycle that we observe in the 
sky/Zodiac is also occurring within, because (as all mystics have said for ages) the ultimate 
reality is that there is no separation from what's out there and what's within.  
 
The gift of HoloKompass Astrology is born out of learning to work with the cosmic/archetypal 
cycles of life consciously, as a co-creative act if you will. Thus, if you can learn to understand 
the inherent function of a planetary astrological cycle, you can use that energy in a more 
consciously empowered manner, and bring your timing/efforts more in line with Universal Will 
and processes; which means more in line with your Soul. Said another way, you find your 
Destiny’s Kompass!  
 
That said, HoloKompass Astrology isn’t based on the idea that the Planets out there cause 
anything to happen via electromagnetic force fields or gravitational influences – all which 
science has proven isn’t possible. Nor is it based in any New Age superstition. HoloKompass 
Astrology is centered in the truth that you have a Soul Agreement that connects you to the 
energetic creative evolutionary cycles of Planet Earth.  
 
And these cycles are archetypally woven into the fabric of time and space as experienced in our 
human lives. Furthermore, these cycles are trackable via the synchronicity of the planetary 
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movements that the ancients identified by projecting their intuitive and psychic understanding of 
them onto the night sky.  
 
Thus, what makes HoloKompass Astrology work is the psycho-spiritual law Carl Jung 
discovered: SYNCHRONICITY! Enough said!  
 

How to Use this Guide 
 

-Guide to Exploring Dominant Activated Energies/Archetypes and Themes in Your Soul 
Contract 

  -Get a journal/make space in one 
 -Astrological Language included, but not necessary to understand each Cycle 
 -Do track dates and use them as a guide! 

-Use Guide to help you follow the dominant Archetypal Themes explored during the 
Audio Series 

 -Follow coaching/engage the questions! 
 -Future Cast – how to use it! 
 -Don’t go hide under the bed and wait for this cycle to be over 
  -Soul Contracts and Cycles/Braces come off when teeth are straight! 

-Listen at least twice -- especially when the chaos and ‘Retrograde Blues’ hit! 
-All Retrograde Cycles bring up something that’s unconscious in you that you need to 
see now – this audio series is the midwife of that.  
-This Audio Series is meant to guide you in a Destined process of evolving a new level 
of your Life’s potential into manifestation. The Cycles themselves outline a certain kind 
of Fate that carries within it an Archetypal Code. If you decode these Cycles you can 
then use it to engage a process of alchemy that Transforms your Fate into Destiny, 
activating new potential for your life. This Audio Series is meant to catalyze and guide 
you into a process, and through said process render you transformed, empowered, and 
awakened.  
-There is Fate (how life happens to us) and Destiny (how we happen to life)! Both are 
outlined via this Audio Series and PDF Guide.  
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Part I 
 

The Archetypal-Astrological Jupiter 
 
Jupiter spends about one year in each zodiacal sign as it makes its sojourn 
through the heavens. During that time, Jupiter goes Retrograde once and spends 
about four months in Retrogression. 
 

Jupiter truly is the planet that represents the function of intuitive perception in our 
consciousness. Whereas Mercury likes to process and gather data via the mind, Jupiter 
isn’t concerned about data per se, but with what it means. Jupiter symbolizes the 
capacity to perceive life as being symbolically imbued with meaning and purpose. Jupiter 
is also concerned with the expansion of our lives and of what we could ideally be. In our 
solar system, Jupiter is the largest planet, the bigger the better is Jupiter’s motto! To 
delve deeper into this, let’s look at the mythologies connected to the planet Jupiter. 

 
Trough out mythological history Jupiter has been associated with the king, patriarch, and 
the chief god in various pantheons. The gods associated with the astrological planet 
Jupiter, such as Zeus, were known as gods of thunder, learning, wisdom, justice, and 
prophetic vision.  
 
As I just mentioned, Jupiter was the Roman god the Greeks knew as Zeus. Zeus was a 
benefic god of the heavens, ruling the expansive and limitless space above the earth. 
From his view on high, Zeus could see all, which illustrates the capacity of the 
astrological Jupiter to give us holographic intuitive glimpses at the bigger picture from a 
higher altitude. Zeus didn’t like limits, nor does our astrological Jupiter like limits and 
encourages us to explore everything ‘we could be’.  

 
Jupiter wants to show us what is possible through a very optimistic perception of life. 
When Jupiter is going direct in the heavens and through our charts it brings expansion, 
holographic bigger picture insight, and optimism to the planets and houses it transits with 
an intuitive trust in future outcome.  

 
Jupiter Themes 
 
 -Confidence 
 -Esteem 
 -Faith 
 -Belief 
 -Risk 
 -Expansion 
 -Integrity 
 -Holographic Nature of Potential 
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The Archetype of Jupiter brings light, faith, and confidence, with a vision that is holographic in 
nature, meaning it perceives the interconnectedness of the Divine Plan and Bigger Picture. 
“This is what you could be if you only take a risk and have a little faith…” Jupiter whispers in our 
ear when it’s going forward in direct motion. In fact, for Jupiter, faith is a mode of learning – a 
way of exploring our lives energetically via the vehicle of intuition, which again differentiates 
Jupiter from Mercury.  
 
Learning for Jupiter involves participation with life in which wisdom is gained via the meaning of 
the experiences here in earth school. You will find Mercury reading a book in the corner learning 
lots of facts and figures, while Jupiter is in the other corner cracking his book open on 
HoloKompass Astrology & Soul Contracts!  
 
The philosopher Pascal summed this up succinctly when he said, “Earthly things must be known 
to be loved; Divine things must be loved to be known.” Jupiter simply intuits what is True. Not 
Right/Wrong, but True per your Authenticity, Potential and Soul Contract.  
 
What happens when Jupiter goes Retrograde? 
 
First, as Jupiter is concerned with meaning, when Jupiter goes retrograde inner gravity pulls you 
inside yourself to investigate deeply the current philosophies or paradigms that you use to 
perceive life symbolically. Of course, the outer world will help you out on your journey within by 
causing the growth and expansion that you had hoped for to withdraw in the area of your natal 
chart/life in which Jupiter is going Retrograde in Libra, which will leave you with the question, 
“Why?”  
This question ignites the impetus to take steps up into higher altitudes to see things more 
symbolically because the ‘Bigger Picture’ is activated and a holographic perspective is needed 
before you make one more decision! 
 
Here’s how this can often breakdown: During Jupiter Retrograde, something that seemed like it 
was growing or moving forward stops as external circumstances thwart or block the desired 
results of expansion and growth. As this happens the only place to go is inside for a consultation 
with your intuition, Guidance Team, Angels, and Higher Power – and the energy that motivates 
your desires and achieving goals goes into neutral, allowing your inner intuition and wisdom to 
deepen.  
 
You get called home to your Soul per this Jupiter Retrograde activation around the themes it’s 
animating (all Libra this time!) This allows you to see that what you thought was so meaningful 
before the retrograde – whether it was a cherished goal, ideal, career prospect, business 
venture, relationship, or future vision - perhaps wasn’t in alignment with your Soul Contract, 
needs further soulful development, and perhaps restrictive to the full expression of your 
potential here on earth.  
 
Remember Jupiter loves freedom and expansion to be sure, but Jupiter’s Retrograde is the 
annual opportunity we are all given to re-evaluate what has meaning in our life and how we 
build our morality, sense of purpose, guiding life philosophy, goals, and ethics around that. 
 
Said another way, something promising ‘appears’ to not live up to its promise – but what’s really 
going on is that it has gone ‘underground’ for soulful maturation. Things pull back into the 
unconscious for more growth in the Libra part of your life, Potential, and Soul Contract. Then 
when Jupiter Stations Direct June 9th, 2017 and begins its forward movement and archetypal 
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activation, what’s in proper holographic alignment with your Potential and Destiny begins to 
unfold.  
 
Thus, everything that you thought mattered, that you wanted/needed/valued may no longer 
apply as new bigger picture intuitive downloads arrive bit by bit during the Retrograde. There’s a 
change in the wind setting your course for a new expansive relating, loving, esteem, and Soul 
Connections! This is Jupiter Libra baby!  
 
Understanding Your Rhythm of Opportunity and Self Expansion  
 
Indeed, whether you know it or not, you always are moving into a new field of potential! Jupiter 
Retrograde in Libra is the activation of a clause in your Soul Contract that says: ‘Hang out in the 
retrograde energy field for 4 months making no major conclusions about the ‘bigger Libra 
picture of your life!’ Action is taken as is felt necessary in the moment! I like to call this the ‘Ikea’ 
building of your life!  
 
 

Jupiter Retrograde in Libra February 5th – June 9th, 2017 

 
 

 

Future Scan - Jupiter Retrograde in Libra Stats: 
-Set up phase began November 10th, 2016 – Jupiter 13 Degrees Libra 
-Station Retrograde February 5th, 2017 – Jupiter 23 Degrees Libra 
-Midpoint Jupiter Libra Opposition to Sun in Aries April 7th, 2017:  
18 Degrees Libra/Aries 
-Station Direct June 9th, 2017 – Jupiter 13 Degrees Libra 
-Leaves Retrograde Zone September 6th, 2017 – 23 Degrees Libra 

 

Other Cycles of Note: 
-Venus will be Retrograde March 4th – April 15th, 2017 and begins its Retrograde at 13 Degrees 
Aries – exactly opposite of the Degree that Jupiter in Libra begins its Retrograde Zone (Cycle 
covered in this Series) 
-Saturn is in Sagittarius for the next year and goes Retrograde on April 5th, 2017 until August 
25th, 2017 (Check out full Audio Series on that in Ohotto.com Webstore) 
-The next upcoming Mercury Retrograde is in Aries/Taurus begins on April 9thth – May 3rd, 2017 
-Uranus in Aries and Pluto is in Capricorn activating various Archetypal Dynamics in this over all 
process 

 
Specific Jupiter Retrograde in Libra Dynamics of Great Importance 

 
 
Before we begin to look at Jupiter Retrograde in Libra, we must look at the bigger 
continuum of cycles, most notably the past 6 years and Jupiter’s activation of Aries-
Virgo as this Retrograde in Libra offers a new beginning out of this 6-year process.  
 
What did you begin in January 2011?  


